A NEW BRAND

DECORATIVE SOLUTIONS
FOR ACOUSTIC WELLBEING
Skin was developed to give every space a new dimension that harmoniously combines comfort
and aesthetics. A furnishing accessory that acts as a sound-absorbing element to promote human
well-being within all living spaces. Skin ensures proper reverberation absorption in enclosed spaces and, thanks to its original aesthetic design, enhances any environment by integrating with it.

SHORT SUPPLY CHAIN

SHORT ITALIAN SUPPLY
CHAIN
Skin is Made by Italians, in every sense. The project and technology are the result of Italian design and industry, while all the materials are produced within a few kilometers of the production
site. The commitment to substantial, conscious Italian manufacturing is imperative, permeating
ideas, materials and technology. The brand embodies Italian values by supporting labor and
creativity that are recognized worldwide as synonymous with quality.

THE ORIGIN OF THE MATERIALS

SUSTAINABLE MATERIALS
Skin is a project driven by the concept of sustainability, which is reflected not only in its mission
statement, but also in the design of its materials and production process.
Research & Development considered it a must to offer a solution that would ensure, as far as
possible, the use of recycled materials. Fabric research focused on solutions that would offer
the best aesthetic value, as well as the best certifications in terms of quality, healthfulness and
ecological footprint.

OBLIQUE COLLECTION

SKIN WALL
Like the pieces of an astonishing, ever-changing jigsaw puzzle, Skin Wall comes together to form
an innovative and elegant wall covering. The modules can cover the entire wall in boiserie style,
producing unique patterns, or create original signage and decors that are distinct from each
other. The harmonious colors and geometric designs that softly reflect light enhance any space
and make it comfortable.

OBLIQUE COLLECTION

SKIN BAFFLE
Discreet and never intrusive, but with a distinct personality: Skin Baffle fits into any room without
the need to rearrange the furniture or the layout of the space. A suspended element that truly
complements the architectural design of a space: It can become a room divider or mark out the
boundary of functional areas. The double-sided version enhances its aesthetic and soundproof
qualities.

OBLIQUE COLLECTION

SKIN CEILING
Skin Ceiling, suspended as an island and uses the ceiling as a plane to create soundproof clouds
with the geometric decor fully exposed. The option to choose between different sizes and installation methods that play with the length of the hangings and the inclination of the panels
guarantees results that confirm the visual identity of the spaces, while providing optimal acoustic
comfort.

NUANCES

ELEGANT, NATURAL SHADES
The Skin experience evokes the natural dimension of mankind and its immersion in the environment and the universe. The color palette is therefore inspired by the animal world, sending us
back to a truer, more primitive dimension for authentic well-being. The Skin palette was created
to bring refined, dynamic environments to life. However, it is possible to request custom shades
to suit your design needs.

